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Editor’s Preface

This volume completes Johann Gerhard’s theological anthropology, begun in On Creation 
and Predestination (especially Commonplaces VIII and XI). Here Gerhard handles origi-
nal sin, actual sins, and free choice.

These commonplaces first appeared in print in 1611,1 sometime after May 30, 
though the beginnings of these commonplaces can be traced to Gerhard’s participation 
in formal disputations.2 Beginning on February 5, 1607, Gerhard held monthly disputa-
tions in Coburg on theological topics, and the lists of theses for disputation were printed 
in advance. The disputations on original sin and free choice—two of the topics covered 
in the present volume—were held on May 21 and August 8, 1607. It appears that these 
disputations were printed in a collection: Gerhard’s Succinct and Select Aphorisms.3 Thus 
the Aphorisms on original sin and free choice are certainly a stage in the development of 
Gerhard’s Theological Commonplaces.

Following the example of the first article of the Formula of Concord, Gerhard 
attempts to navigate between saying that original sin is the substance of fallen man and 
saying that, as an accident of fallen man, original sin is not a deep or thorough corrup-
tion of human nature. While Gerhard’s emphasis is on the thorough, pervasive corrup-
tion of human nature by original sin, he also taught that some good had survived the 
fall into sin. These good things—such as the conscience, a natural sense of justice, the 
recognition that there is a Creator, and a certain degree of free choice—are what Gerhard 

1 Johann Gerhard, Locorum Theologicorum . . . Tomus Secundus: In quo continentur haec Capita: 
9. De Creatione & Angelis. 9. De Providentia. 10. De Electione & Reprobatione. 11. De Imagine Dei 
in homine ante lapsum. 12. De peccato Originali. 13. De peccatis Actualibus. 14. De Libero Arbitrio 
(Jena: Tobias Steinmann, 1611).

2 On the practice of disputations in the era of Lutheran Orthodoxy, see Kenneth G. Appold, 
Orthodoxie als Konsensbildung: Das theologische Disputationswesen an der Universität Wittenberg 
zwischen 1570 und 1710 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004).

3 Johann Gerhard, Aphorismi Succincti Et Selecti, In Viginti Tribus Capitibus, totius Theologiae 
nucleum continentes: Ad Usum Disputationum Scholasticarum Accommodati & conscripti (Jena: 
Tobias Steinmann, 1611; repr., [Jena]: typis Joh. Jacobi Bauhöferi, [1663]), fol. G4v–H2v. This 
volume was published to provide an overview of theology for students, and it contains the 
theses of the disputations that Gerhard held at Coburg, though the list of “disputants” in the 
Aphorisms does not match the names of the respondents on the title pages of the previously 
printed disputation theses (see the 1663 edition, fol. b3r–b3v, [b4]r). Since Gerhard apparently 
had not held a disputation on actual sins, the Succinct and Select Aphorisms likewise lack such 
a chapter.
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calls “remnants of the image of God” or “remnants of freedom.”4 Gerhard was not the 
first to use this idea that some rubble or remnants of the image of God remained after the 
fall. Recent criticism has been aimed at Gerhard for his anthropology on this point. Yet 
in his 1633 Catholic Confession, his last major work of dogmatics, Gerhard is said to have 
abandoned the teaching that the remnants of the image of God had survived the fall and 
instead followed the lead of Balthasar Meisner, whose Sacred Anthropology had been pub-
lished in 1619, not long after these sections of Gerhard’s Theological Commonplaces. In 
his later work, Gerhard also is reported to have adopted Meisner’s terminology, speaking 
of original righteousness neither as supernatural nor natural, but as “connatural,” and 
speaking of original sin not as an “accident” of the human substance but as “inherence” 
in the human substance.5

When discussing original sin, Robert Bellarmine argued that Adam’s sin was only 
imputed by God to the rest of the human race, but the inherent corruption of original 
sin was not propagated.6 Gerhard rejects this view of the transmission of original sin. 
Our sinful condition, even in infants, is real, not just imputed. Original sin comes down 
to us by carnal propagation, not by God’s imputation.7 Nevertheless, later Lutherans 
adopted the idea of the imputation of Adam’s sin to his descendants, possibly borrow-
ing arguments from Reformed federal theology and appealing to Rom. 5:18–19 as a 
scriptural basis of the doctrine. In the later Lutheran view, God’s imputation of Adam’s 
sin is the basis for the corrupt, sinful state of each of Adam’s descendants. The reason-
ing is that just as the manner of justification from Christ is imputation, so the manner 
of condemnation from Adam must also be imputation.8 Heinrich Schmid thought 
Gerhard supported the imputation of Adam’s sin,9 but this is clearly not the case. In his 
Theological Commonplaces, his Catholic Confession, and his commentary on Romans, 
Gerhard repeatedly states that Adam’s sin was propagated to all his descendants by 
carnal generation (that is, by the physical processes of human reproduction). His con-
sistent position is that Rom. 5:18–19 does not say that Adam’s sin was imputed to his 
descendants, and that guilt is a part of the definition of original sin “because of the evil 

 4 On the Image of God (Commonplace XI), § 137; On Free Choice (Commonplace XIV), § 114.

 5 Anselm Schubert, Das Ende der Sünde: Anthropologie und Erbsünde zwischen Reformation und 
Aufklärung (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2002), 56–57, 110–17; Renatus Hupfeld, 
Die Ethik Johann Gerhards (Berlin: Trowitzsch & Sohn, 1908), 37; Balthasar Meisner, 
Ανθρωπολογιας Sacrae, in qua status naturae humanae, et eo spectantes articuli exponuntur, 
Decas Prima [–Tertia] (Montisbeligardi: Paulus Ledertz, 1619).

 6 Bellarmine apparently was inconsistent. When disputing on justification, he argued for the 
real propagation of original sin in order to conclude from Rom. 5:18–19 that justification is 
not by imputation. See Gerhard, On Justification through Faith (Commonplace XIX), § 204.

 7 On Original Sin (Commonplace XII), §§ 11, 59, 65, 89.

 8 Schubert, Das Ende der Sünde, 107; Francis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics (St. Louis: Concordia, 
1950), 1:538–41.

 9 Heinrich Schmid, The Doctrinal Theology of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, 3rd ed., trans. 
Charles A. Hay and Henry E. Jacobs (Philadelphia: United Lutheran Publication House, 1899; 
repr., Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1961), 239–41.
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propagated in us.”10 At the same time, Gerhard can use his opponent’s concepts in order 
to argue against them. Thus he occasionally uses the idea of the imputation of Adam’s 
sin and explains it as not being absurd in order to undermine Roman Catholic argu-
ments meant to attack imputed justification.11

Gerhard again uses his opponents’ assumptions when discussing whether original 
sin affects infants in the womb. Imputation of sin from Adam is unnecessary when, 
with Gerhard, one holds that the souls of children are generated from their parents.12 
A corrupt tree generates corrupt fruit; corrupt parents beget corrupt children in both 
body and soul. But imputation of sin from Adam becomes more necessary if one holds 
that the souls of children are created anew for each individual. Imputation then leads 
to inherent sinfulness, explaining why children are born with the corruption of original 
sin in body and soul. Gerhard does not hold to the individual creation of souls separate 
from one’s generation from his parents, but this is how many of the medieval Scholastics 
and Gerhard’s chief opponent, Bellarmine, thought about the soul’s beginning. As a 
result, the Scholastics also had to discuss when the soul was joined with the fetus in the 
mother’s womb. This is the question of when “ensoulment” occurs.13 Delayed ensoul-
ment was not Gerhard’s position, since he made clear that the soul is generated from 
parents. Yet he uses Bellarmine’s terms to argue against him. Keeping the greater scope 
of Gerhard’s teaching in mind can help identify where he is using his opponents’ prem-
ises to argue against them, thus preventing misconstruals of Gerhard’s teaching.

The publication of Gerhard’s Commonplaces could not happen without the coopera-
tion of a skilled and dedicated team. The Rev. Heath R. Curtis served as assistant editor 
for this volume. The Rev. Dr. Richard Dinda, the original translator, is to be thanked for 
helping to make this project come about in the first place. Dawn Mirly Weinstock has 
served as production editor for the series from the beginning. Many other colleagues, 
both within and outside of Concordia Publishing House, have given their advice and 
support. Without their help, this series, the first large-scale translation of Gerhard’s great 
work, would be impossible. To God alone be the glory.

Benjamin T. G. Mayes

10 On Original Sin (Commonplace XII), §§ 80, 62; On Providence (Commonplace IX), § 108; On 
Justification through Faith (Commonplace XIX), § 204; Confessionis Catholicae . . . Libri II. 
Specialis Pars Tertia, eademque Ultima, art. 23, ch. 4 (Jena: Steinmann, 1637), 718; Adnotationes 
Ad Priora Capita Epistolae D. Pauli Ad Romanos (Jena: Steinmann, 1644), 180.

11 On Justification through Faith (Commonplace XIX), § 204; Confessionis Catholicae, 717.

12 On the Image of God (Commonplace XI), §§ 116–28.

13 On Original Sin (Commonplace XII), § 101. For some history of the concept of delayed 
ensoulment, used in an attempt to justify early-term abortion, see Carol A. Tauer, “The 
Tradition of Probabilism and the Moral Status of the Early Embryo,” Theological Studies 45, 
no. 1 (1984): 3–33, especially pp. 7–8.
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Chapter I: On the Cause of Adam’s Fall

The occasion of the fall.

§ 4. Among the rest of the trees in Paradise, God had planted the tree of the knowl-

edge of good and evil and had given man the command that he not eat the fruit of that 

tree, with a warning added that, if man would ignore that command and eat the forbidden 

fruit, in death he should die [cf. Gen 2:16–17]. That is, temporal and eternal death would 

certainly be prepared for him.

Why the original law was given to man.

§ 5. Doubtless, with this legislation God intended to declare that: (1) He is the 

Creator and Lord of man, whom man is bound to serve and obey as servant and creature. 

(2) Man had been equipped with perfect powers of reason and with a wholeness of his 

entire nature and, moreover, the faculty of free choice so that he could serve God. (3) In 

fact, He proposed to man in this precept a sort of schoolhouse of obedience which would 

have been very pleasing to God and very useful to man. For if man had persisted in holy 

obedience to this commandment, at the appointed time he would have been transferred 

from his earthly Paradise into heaven without the intervention of death or pain and 

would have been confirmed in goodness.

§ 6. This is the response they give to those who ask why God gave man such a 

command when He foresaw that he would deviate from it. On the contrary, He com-

manded it so that he might observe it. He equipped him with perfect powers so that he 

might be able to observe it. Lest he refuse to observe it, He had added the threat of death. 

Isa. 5:4: “What more should God have done for His vineyard which He did not do?”

The devil was the impulsive cause1 of the fall.

§ 7. Moreover, after Satan had turned away from God his Creator, he was aroused by 

his hatred for God and jealousy of man and planned to encourage man to transgress this 

commandment, and in this way to move him out of his very blessed state of incorrup-

tion. Consequently, [Satan] entered the serpent—an animal astute and clever beyond the 

rest and, moreover, familiar to man—“by the permission of God and filled him with his 

own impulse” (these are the words of Augustine, De Gen. ad lit., bk. 11, ch. 2) “so that 

with this specious costume he might conduct his plan of seducing mankind.” Theodoret 

(Q. 32 on Genesis): “The serpent was the instrument of the enemy of the truth.” 

Epiphanius (Haeres. 37, vol. 3, bk. 1): “The sole cause, then, was not the visible serpent, 

but the serpent who spoke in the serpent, that is, the devil,” etc.

1 That which impels a principal efficient cause to act. This impulsion comes either from inside 
or outside of the principal cause.
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What sort of a serpent is meant.

§ 8. Josephus (Antiquit. Jud., bk. 1, ch. 3) clings too much to the letter and writes that 
he thinks that here this is nothing else but a natural serpent, and that its voice has been 
replaced by venom as a punishment. Philo (in his book Περὶ κοσμοποιίας and also in his 
book Ἀλληγορ.) leaves history completely and turns this entire passage into an allegory. 
He says: “These are figurative specimens which invite an investigation of the allegory by 
veiled inferences. If someone should follow these as is fitting, the passage will be inter-
preted, by no means absurdly, such that the serpent stands for pleasure.” Origen follows 
Philo and understands “man as reason and woman as the sensitive appetite”2 (on Exodus, 
homily 3). Julian (according to Cyril, In Julian., bk. 3) “argued that the narrative of Moses 
was a fable, because a human voice is attributed to the serpent.”

We claim that the serpent here described is neither a mere serpent nor a purely alle-
gorical serpent, but one possessed and filled by the devil, for the sort of things which do 
not at all fit a mere serpent deprived of reason are attributed to it:

(1) The serpent here is using articulated speech; but now, “the uttered word is indic-
ative of inner reason,”3 and who would ascribe reason and its result—speech—to beasts? 
What the Parva Genesis and Josephus opine—that animals once had been endowed with 
the power to speak—is ridiculous.

(2) The natural serpent was a good creation of God, to which the maxim of Gen. 1:31 
also pertained. Yet here the serpent speaks, perverts the command of God, and leads man 
away from Him.

(3) The punishment inflicted justly upon this serpent indeed befits a natural serpent, 
but not completely, since the woman’s Seed bruised the head not of a natural serpent but 
of an infernal one, and that enmity between the serpent and the woman’s Seed must be 
attributed not to a natural but to an infernal serpent [cf. Gen. 3:15].

(Bellarmine, De grat. primi hominis, bk. 3, ch. 3, and Calvin, commentary on 
Genesis 3, as well as the Photinian Johannes Sommer, Contra Carolium, bk. 2, ch. 3, 
follow the rabbinic scholars and ignorantly claim: “The enmity must be understood to 
mean the natural discord between the sons of Eve and the serpent.”)

But God says that He wants to establish or create this hatred. Indeed, He proclaimed 
this natural hatred in this public proscription of the natural serpent [cf. Gen. 3:15]. 
Furthermore, the woman’s Seed is Christ alone, according to the witness of the Holy 
Spirit in other passages of Scripture, and this should not be extended to the children of 
Eve except insofar as they fight and conquer the infernal serpent and his instruments 
by the power of Christ. Indeed, as long as that Jewish corruption of the text stands, will 
there be any place for the evangelical promise given to our first parents after the fall? 
Finally, the quality of this conflict is explained fully in Ps. 91:13; Matt. 4:3ff.; 1 John 3:8; 
and Rev. 12:17.

2 The “sensitive appetite” is the desire that arises from the physical senses. It is also called 
“animal appetite” or “sensual appetite.” See below, pp. 90–91 nn. 2–3.

3 λόγος προφορικὸς τοῦ ἐνδιαθέτου λόγου index. The Greek here plays on the double meaning 
of λόγος, which means both “word” and “reason.”
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§ 9. In fact, the Holy Spirit elsewhere has explained His intent clearly as to what 
serpent and what kind of serpent is meant here. For as often as the apostles and prophets, 
“carried along by the Holy Spirit,” speak about the origin of sin and death, they ascribe 
it not to a mere serpent but to Satan. Wisdom 2:24: “Through the devil’s envy, death 
entered into the world.” John 8:44: “The devil is a murderer from the beginning. When 
he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own resources, because he is a liar and the father of 
lies.” He, then, is that serpent who with his own lying promises deceived man and made 
him subject to death. 2 Cor. 11:3: “I am afraid that, as the serpent deceived Eve by his 
cunning, your thoughts will be led astray from the simplicity which is in Christ” (namely, 
through false apostles who are the ministers of Satan). It is for this reason that the devil, 
who once abused the ministry of a natural serpent to mislead man, is called “the ancient 
serpent,” “the crooked serpent,” “the great dragon,” etc., in Isa. 27:1; Luke 10:19; Rev. 
12:7 and 9; 20:2; and in Ps. 140:[3] sin is called “the poison of the serpent.” In Matt. 3:7 
and 23:33, people who deliver themselves up to Satan by their sins are said to be “ser-
pents” and “the brood of vipers.”

Therefore Satan is that serpent who once misled Eve, not by speaking with her 
without means and by himself, but clad and disguised in the attractive guise of a natural 
serpent. He is the same one who misled some heretics into that terrible madness of claim-
ing that the snake was Christ, and of giving the eucharistic bread first to a live snake to 
be licked, because of which they have received the name “Ophites.” In regard to these, 
see Irenaeus (Adv. haeres., bk. 1, ch. 34), Tertullian (De praescript. adv. haer., ch. 47), 
Epiphanius (Haeres. 27, vol. 3, bk. 1), Jerome (Dial. advers. Lucifer.), and Augustine 
(De haeresibus, ch. 17). All these points prove clearly that it was not a mere serpent who 
once spoke with Eve. But the letter of the text proves clearly that these things must not 
be imagined to be mere allegories. Thus it remains that the devil, as the infernal serpent, 
deceived the first humans through the natural serpent.

§ 10. Alas! The disguised serpent achieved his goal of seducing mankind, with its 
desired results. First, he attacked Eve, who was not in every way equal to the man in her 
gifts of wisdom and knowledge. Through his deceiving interrogation he encouraged her 
mind to doubt the word of God, Gen. 3:1: “Did God say that you should not eat of every 
tree of the garden?” Lombard (Sent., bk. 2, dist. 21, letter C): “While the devil asks Eve 
outwardly in this manner through the visible serpent and with a pretended voice about 
the meaning and certainty of God’s command, he wounds her mind within with his poi-
soned fangs and fills her mind with doubt as to the rigor of the added threat.”

The order and manner of the seduction.

§ 11. A great many insidious ideas are contained in these words of Satan. For he asks 
this that he may snatch the Word away from Eve. He usurps the very will of God and 
wants to persuade Eve, with the Word set aside, to begin to think otherwise about the 
will of God. For he knew that once the Word was lost, all trust in God was also lost at the 
same time. He did not immediately and openly deny the Word of God, lest he be discov-
ered to be a liar at the very outset, but through his questions he encourages her to doubt, 
for the meaning of his words is this: “Because God is good, He is surely ready to share a 
good thing. But now, the fruit of this tree is good. Hence it cannot be the Word of God, 
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or it cannot be the true meaning of the command, that the fruit of this tree must not be 
handled.” Furthermore, there are traps hiding in the general clause, for he intends to say: 
“With all the rest of the trees permitted for eating, is this one forbidden? With dominion 
over all the beasts given to you by the kindness of God, are not all the trees also given 
over to you along with them?”

§ 12. The woman, tempted in this way by Satan, appears to show herself as quite 
faithful in the first conflict, but in the end she fails. She says: “We may eat of the fruit of 
the trees of the garden, but of the fruit of the tree which is in the middle of Paradise, God 
said, ‘You shall not eat of it, nor shall you go near it, lest perchance you die’ ” [Gen. 3:2–3 
Vg]. On her own she added “perchance,” as if it were uncertain that they would die if 
they had eaten of it, though God nevertheless had expressed His will openly and clearly 
[Gen. 2:17]. She also adds on her own that the tree was indeed not even to be touched. 
Lyra thinks that by doing this she wished to indicate the unfairness of God’s command.

§ 13. Thus the devil became more bold and turned the doubt of Eve into denial, and 
in [Gen. 3:]4 he completely denies God’s Word and encourages the woman toward pride. 
[Verses 4–5]: “You surely will not die, but God knows that on the day that you eat of 
that tree, your eyes will be opened and you will be like gods, knowing good and evil.” So, 
then, in one action he accuses God’s Law of wickedness, prosecutes God for malevolence, 
falsely denies God’s Word, pretends to wish human beings well, and invites them to sin 
with a false promise of divine eminence and wisdom. On account of this, a depraved 
desire takes Eve, whose dictate she follows. She eats of the fruit of the tree and even 
draws Adam into the fellowship of her sin (v. 6).

God did not force man to fall, nor did He want him to fall.

§ 14. Here human curiosity is in great confusion and tries in whatever ways it can to 
draw God, who is good and the author of nothing except good, into fellowship with this 
fall. Thus the honor of God must be vindicated from the tongues of detractors.

(1) God created man after His own image in true righteousness and holiness and 
for immortality; moreover, He wanted man always to be the sort of man He created. 
Therefore He did not force him to fall by an effectual decree and hidden will, for these are 
directly contrary to Him.

(2) Anything that God forbids (3) and punishes (4) and for which He provides a 
remedy, such a thing He cannot be said to will. He forbade the fall, punished it with a 
grave penalty, and provided a remedy for it through the precious death of His own Son. 
Far be it from us, then, to say that Adam fell by of the will of God!

Fulgentius (Ad Mon., bk. 1): “God is the avenger of that of which He is not the 
author; thus He did not create the iniquity which He punishes.” Augustine (De corrept. et 
grat., ch. 12): “Adam, both without being threatened by anyone and, furthermore, con-
trary to the command of a threatening God, employed his free choice and did not stand in 
such felicity, in such readiness, that he did not sin.”

Opposing objections: First, [that] God did not hinder the fall of Adam.

§ 15. (I) They say, “But if Adam fell not because of a decree of God, why did God not 
hinder the fall itself, since He could have yet done so?”
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Chapter III: On the Causes of Actual Sins

§ 14. There are three causes of actual sins: (I) The corruption of the nature intro-
duced into us through the fall of our parents (Matt. 15:19, etc.).

(II) The suggestions of Satan, which drive people to sins of various types. 1 Chron. 
21:1: “Satan incited David to number the people.” John 13:2: “The devil had put it into 
the heart of Judas Iscariot, son of Simon, to betray Christ.” Acts 5:3: “Why has Satan filled 
your heart to lie to the Holy Spirit?”

(III) The stumbling blocks of the world. Matt. 18:7: “Woe to the man through whom 
the stumbling block comes.” Rom. 12:2: “Be not conformed to the world.”

Observe, moreover: (1) The term “efficient cause” is used broadly here. In fact, if we 
should wish to pursue philosophical precision, Dionysius the Areopagite (De div. nomi-
nibus) is correct in saying, “Evil is without essence, end, and efficient cause”; and from 
Augustine (De civ. Dei, bk. 12, ch. 7): “Of evil, it is not an efficient so much as a deficient 
cause that should be sought.” This is something which Thomas (Contra gentes, bk. 3, 
ch. 10) cites in this way: “The cause of a defect according to itself is not something posi-
tive but another defect, for an effect is the same sort of thing as is the cause according to 
itself.” Thomas again ([ST,] 1.2., question 75, art. 1): “Sin is an inordinate act. An act can 
have a cause according to itself in reference to the act, and it can have a cause in reference 
to the inordinateness in the same way as negation or privation have a cause.”

But two causes can be assigned for any negation: (a) A defect of cause; that is, the 
negation of the cause itself is the cause of the negation itself, for from the removal of the 
cause there follows the removal of the effect. (b) The cause of affirmation, which negation 
follows and is by accident1 the cause of the consequent negation. But because the disorder 
of sin is not a simple negation but the privation of that which ought to be present, it is 
necessary for the total disorder to have a cause which acts through accident.

[2] The first among these three causes is interior, the third is exterior, and the second 
is at once both interior and exterior. Bernard (De sept. pan., 3., col. 183) says: “Behold 
that enemy whom I cannot see, much less beware of. He attacks and persecutes us now 
openly and violently, now in secret and deceitfully, but always maliciously and cruelly.”

(3) Consequently, the first of these is the immediate, proper, and adequate cause2 
of actual sins. Indeed, the devil can suggest, but he cannot compel, which must also be 
stated in reference to the temptations of the world.

§ 15. And this is the three-headed Cerberus,3 who zealously disturbs us with his 
howling: namely, the flesh, Satan, and the world. Augustine (De peccat. orig., bk. 2, 

1 See above, p. 12 n. 6.

2 The total cause of something, which perfectly constitutes the essence of an effect (Micraelius, 
s.v. “Causa”). An effect proceeds from the whole adequate cause and from it alone (Scherzer, 
part 1, s.v. “Causa”).

3 In Greek mythology, the Cerberus was a three-headed hound that guarded the gates of the 
underworld.
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ch. 37): “The instigator of vice is the slyness of the deceiving devil and the will of man 

who consents.” Bernard (on Song of Songs, sermon 85, col. 748):

The instigator is the devil; the instigator is the world; the instigator is the man. What 

is the man, you ask? Each one for himself. Do not be surprised. Man is such an insti-

gator for himself and such a driver of himself that if you yourself restrain your own 

hands you need not dread what happens because of another instigator. The devil 

impels with the ill will of malice; the world, with the wind of vanity; and man, by the 

weight of his own corruption.

[Bernard] again (Medit. devotiss., ch. 14, col. 1200):

My enemies—namely, my body, the world, and the devil—have surrounded my soul. 

I am unable to escape from my body, nor am I able to drive it away from me. It is 

necessary to carry it around, because it is bound to me; it is impossible to shrug it 

off. I am forced to bear it; and when I fatten it, I nourish my own opponent against 

myself. But the world surrounds me and, indeed, besieges me and wounds me with its 

arrows through the five gates, that is, through the five senses of the body. The devil, 

whom I am unable to see and thus, all the less, to ward from me, bends his bow and 

sets his arrows to wound me suddenly, etc. The flesh suggests comforts; the world, 

vanities; the devil, bitter things. Therefore all the causes of sin must be reduced to 

these three sources. But it is sacrilege to ascribe the causes of sin to God. If someone 

lacks righteousness and piety, if he is carried headlong by his own will, if he is drawn 

by his own concupiscence and is deceived by his own persuasion, not the Father, not 

the Son, and not the Holy Spirit have any part in that at all, nor does any of the will 

of God intervene in such business.

([See] Augustine, Ad art. sibi falso impos., art. 10.) We have said more about this 

subject in the commonplace On Providence [Commonplace IX, §§ 107–41].

§ 16. The corruption of the nature and the perversion of the human will, which 

are the interior and proper cause of sin, can be divided into more parts for the sake of 

instruction. They can also be embraced under the following terms: (1) Corrupt concupis-

cence itself. James 1:15: “When concupiscence has conceived, it brings forth sin.”

(2) The consent of the will. Matt. 5:28: “Whoever looks after a woman to lust after 

her has already committed adultery with her in his heart.”

(3) Ignorance and darkness of the mind. 1 Tim. 1:13: “Formerly, I blasphemed and 

persecuted, but I did that out of ignorance.”

(4) The weakness of the flesh. Matt. 26:41: “The spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh 

is weak.”

(5) The voluntary and intended malice of the mind. Heb. 10:26: “If we sin deliber-

ately, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins.”

(6) Vicious habits contracted through frequent acts. Rom. 2:5: “By your hardness and 

your heart, ignorant of repentance, you are storing up wrath for yourself.”

(7) Sin itself is often the cause of another sin, as we have shown elsewhere [On 
Providence (Commonplace IX), §§ 140–41]. Isa. 5:18: “Woe to those who draw iniquity 

with cords of falsehood, who draw sin as with cart ropes.”
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The cause of sin through accident.

The causes of sins through accident are the external objects which make inroads 
into the senses and entice them into being abused. Gen. 3:6: “When the woman saw 
that the tree was good for food and that it was delightful to the eyes,” etc. In fact, the 
holy and righteous Law of God itself increases sin through accident by forbidding those 
things which are pleasing to the flesh and by commanding those things which displease 
it. Rom. 7:8: “Sin, finding opportunity in the commandment, worked in me all kinds of 
concupiscence; for apart from the Law, sin was dead,” etc.
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Chapter II: On the Consideration of Free Choice  
according to the Four States of Man

The four states of man.

§ 16. But here the different states of man must be distinguished, for there was one 
freedom of choice in man before the fall, while he still flourished and was strong in the 
state of concreated integrity. There is another state after his fall, after he refused to serve 
righteousness, was stripped of the divine image, and, as Augustine says ([Sermon] 12 de 
verb. apost.), “surrendered himself freely to the yoke of that wicked mistress, iniquity.”

§ 17. In turn, because the lost divine image in this life begins to be reformed and 
cleansed in its nature and is to be restored fully in the life to come, there is a freedom 
of choice in people not yet reborn, before their conversion, and another in the reborn 
after conversion. And, likewise, there is one freedom of choice in reborn people while 
they struggle in this life, as they still remain partly under the old flesh, but there will be 
another in the coming life which ultimately will produce a full freedom and security.

§ 18. From this fount there flows the well-known distinction among the four states 
of man. It demands that we consider man: first, in his established nature, that is, in his 
concreated, original perfection before the fall. Second, in his destitute and corrupted 
nature after the fall, both before renewal as well as in the very act of conversion as he is 
related to the grace of God. Third, in the nature which has begun to be restored, that is, 
in the state of new obedience after conversion has occurred. Fourth, in his completely 
and consummately restored nature, that is, in the revelation of the other world after the 
resurrection. (See Lombard, Sent., 2, dist. 25, letter G, where he distinguishes these four 
states quite aptly.)

The words of Augustine in his explanation of the Epistle to the Romans come very 
close to this distinction. He omits a consideration of the first state and sets forth the three 
later states of man in this way:

Let us distinguish four grades of man: before the Law, under the Law, under grace, 
and in peace. Before the Law we follow the concupiscence of the flesh. Under the Law 
we are drawn away by it. Under grace we neither follow it nor are we drawn away by 
it, and in peace there is no concupiscence of the flesh. Therefore before the Law we 
do not fight because we not only desire and sin but even approve of sins; under the 
Law we fight, but we are defeated. Under grace we fight and win; and in peace we do 
not fight, but we rest in perfect and eternal peace.

Freedom of choice before the fall.

§ 19. Anselm (De lib. arbitr., ch. 7) writes: “Freedom of choice in man before the fall 
was the faculty of reason and of the will by which a person could sin and could not sin.” 
That is, he could know God rightly in his mind and give Him complete obedience with 
the spontaneous movement of his will. On the other hand, he also could turn away from 
God and fall away. In fact, he had not yet been confirmed in good; that is, his will had 
not yet been immutably determined toward good in such a way that he could not turn 
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away from good. Instead, there was in his will the “power to be contradictory” [δύναμις 
ἀντιφάσεως]: he could will good and not will evil, and he could also not will good and 
will evil.

It can be called “freedom from slavery and misery,” “the freedom of 
uprightness.”

§ 20. Let us name this “freedom from slavery,” because man had not yet freed himself 
from sin and its tyranny, and also “freedom from misery,” because man had not yet dis-
entangled himself from that miserable need to sin. It can also be called the “freedom of 
uprightness,” because the mind could know God rightly, the will could act rightly, the 
judgment of the mind and the choice of the will agreed exactly with the norm of the Law 
of God as long as man continued in that state of integrity. Yet “freedom from change-
ability” had not yet been connected with this freedom, because the will of man could be 
changed and freely choose evil, as he also did choose it.

§ 21. This freedom in the first man must be carefully distinguished from what we 
earlier called “freedom from compulsion,” because that freedom from compulsion is 
an essential property of the will—or, rather, the very essence of the will itself—and is 
thus said by Bernard (De gra[t]. et lib. arb.) to be something which cannot be lost. But 
the freedom of uprightness was a separable accident,1 established in such a way that the 
healthy essence of the will could be lost, as it also was lost.

It was lost through the fall.

§ 22. Therefore if there is a question about freedom of uprightness or the power to do 
this or that, that is, possessing the ability to select or reject good or evil, we say that it has 
been lost. “For as man used his free choice badly, he lost both himself and it; for when 
he sinned with his free choice, sin was the victor, and he lost also his free choice. For 
anyone who has been overcome by anything has become its slave.” These are the words 
of Augustine (Enchirid., ch. 30). In this respect he also calls it “the choice of man no 
longer free but slave” (Contra Julian., bk. 2); “captive” (Contra duas epistol. Pelag., bk. 3, 
ch. 8), because it has power only to sin; and “lost” (Hypogn., bk. 3). He calls the will “not 
free but a damnable maidservant” (Sermon 13 de verb. apost.) and “stubbornness, not 
freedom” (Letter 89 ad Hilar.).

§ 23. For after the image of God was lost through sin, the power to choose the good 
was also lost at the same time (in fact, it was part of the divine image); and because man 
was not only despoiled through sin but also was wretchedly corrupted, thus in place of 
that freedom there succeeded an unrestrained impetus to evil in such a way that, after 
the fall, choice was free only for evil in corrupt and not yet reborn people (whether 
they were corrupted by their own will, as the first people were, or are born of corrupt 
parents, as all their descendants were), because such corrupt and not reborn people can 
do nothing but sin.

1 On “accident,” see above, p. 12 n. 6.
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Freedom of choice after the fall: freedom from righteousness.

§ 24. Thus there is another freedom of choice in people now after the fall which we 
can call “freedom from righteousness” by the example of the apostle in Rom. 6:20. It is 
by this [freedom] that it happens that the corrupted will of man is carried freely and will-
ingly only to evil. John 8:34: “Whoever commits sin is a slave of sin.” 2 Pet. 2:19: “By 
whatever someone is conquered, to that he is enslaved.”

§ 25. This is a wretched freedom and, more than that, a deplorable slavery. Augustine 
(Ench., ch. 30): “I ask, can it be freedom to be given over as a slave to sin, except when it 
delights one to sin? For he more freely serves who freely does the will of a master, and, in 
this respect, he who is a slave to sin is free to sin.” Letter 89 ad Hilar.: “Freedom without 
grace is nothing but obstinacy; it is not freedom. For you will be truly free if the Son has 
freed you [cf. John 8:36].”

§ 26. Bernard (on Song of Songs, sermon 81) expresses this very emphatically:

I know not in what corrupt and miraculous way the will itself acts on its own so that 
necessity is unable to excuse the will, nor is the will able to exclude necessity; for 
this necessity is somehow voluntary. We are burdened with a yoke, yet it is none 
other than a yoke of a voluntary servitude. Thus we are to be pitied due to the slavery 
but are without excuse due to our will because, though the will may be free, it has 
made itself a slave to sin. Under this voluntary and wickedly free necessity the soul 
is bound as both handmaid and free woman: handmaid because of necessity, free 
because of the will. What is even more strange and even more wretched: the soul is 
guilty because it is free, and by this very fact it is a servant because it is free.

§ 27. You say: “Because a man acts freely, therefore he stands in an equal position 
toward both good and evil. For will he otherwise be free?” We respond with the words of 
Bernard (De grat. et lib. arb.): “No one should think that it is called ‘free choice’ because 
it deals with an equal power or capability between good and evil. Otherwise neither God 
nor the angels, whether good or evil ones, would be said to have free choice. But on this 
basis choice is said to be free: because it does its free will equally whether in good or in 
evil, because no one ought to be called nor can be called good or evil unless he is willing.”

§ 28. Freedom from compulsion is properly considered in free choice, but not the 
exterior freedom in regard to its objects, by which the will can be carried to either good 
or evil. The greatest freedom is in God, who yet cannot will something evil. There is a 
greater freedom in the good angels than in man before the fall, yet this is because the 
former have been confirmed in good and cannot want something that is not good. The 
greatest freedom is to be unable to be wretched. The greatest happiness is to be unable to 
be unhappy.

§ 29. Therefore freedom of choice exists in man along with slavery to sin, for he 
both sins and is unable not to sin; yet he sins freely, and it delights him to sin. Although 
he is carried only to evil, yet this happens freely, that is, of himself and willingly, not 
unwillingly nor coerced. He chooses [something] and is carried to it with full force. 
Furthermore, in that delight for wicked things he employs a sort of freedom. Augustine 
(Contra Julian., bk. 1, ch. 2): “Free choice has not perished in a sinner so much; through 
it, all who sin with pleasure sin very greatly.”
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§ 30. But in this sense and respect—as “freedom” means the free power and capabil-
ity to select the good and reject the evil, which existed in Adam—Dr. Luther (Assert. art., 
art. 36) declared very correctly: “Free choice is a name without a reality or a reality about 
a name only.”2 Indeed, after the fall, man still understands with his mind, selects freely 
with his will, and acts with his heart. But because of the fall of the first parents and the 
following corruption of [human] nature, it happened that the mind errs in judging and 
the will in choosing; or if the mind at times judges correctly, yet the will divorces itself, 
so to speak, from it and joins itself to sinful dispositions and follows their lead. For in the 
mind the true and complete knowledge of God ceases; in the will and heart, the true fear 
and love of God, trust in God, the sincere intent and eagerness to obey God cease. But in 
their place in the mind came ignorance, blindness, doubts; and in the will and heart came 
stubbornness against God and corrupt inclinations of every kind.

§ 31. But because the heart of the entire matter consists in this, we shall confirm 
and explain this in greater detail by the foundations of Holy Scripture so that in this 
way, secondarily, we will learn: just what the choice of man is able to accomplish by its 
powers before his conversion and rebirth with the powers still left to it after the fall; and 
also whether in the first moment of conversion, when the Word of God is being preached 
and grace is being offered to us in it, a person can, by the power of his free choice, begin 
spiritual impulses or cooperate with the Holy Spirit and thus aid in his own conversion, 
whether that choice be strong or weak.

2 Cf. Vindication of All the Articles of Luther Condemned by the Recent Bull of Leo X (1520), WA 
7:142.23–24, 146.5–6 (AE 71).
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Chapter III: On the True State of the Controversy

§ 32. But the genuine state of the question must be noted accurately. This admoni-
tion was indeed put forth earlier, because we see it being studiously entangled in the writ-
ings of many men, and we see various questions being confused.

(I) The question here does not concern the state of man as he was established in his 
original integrity and innocence. We confess that he was equipped with such great and 
perfect powers of free choice that he could easily obey or not obey God. That is, with the 
concreated light of his understanding he could know God correctly, and with a sponta-
neous movement of the will he could give Him sincere, whole, and perfect obedience in 
every detail. He could also turn away from God and depart from the path of holy obedi-
ence—which, alas, is what he did.

(II) Neither does the question concern the state of the reborn and renewed person, 
as to how the powers of free choice are constituted in him. For we confess that the man 
who has been reborn and renewed through the Holy Spirit has free will toward spiritual 
good—in fact, a will freed from slavery toward sin by the power of the Holy Spirit. Yet 
in this life, this freedom is far from the perfect freedom of the life to come, as shall be 
explained in greater detail a little later [§§ 142–46].

(III) Nor does the question concern the state of glorified man, for we confess that 
after his transferral into eternal glory man will again be equipped with perfect powers of 
free choice and will be confirmed in good, with the result that he not only will be able not 
to sin but also will be unable to sin. But the whole question concerns the state of man cor-
rupted through the fall, that is, what he is capable of either before or in conversion with 
his own natural powers of free choice.

(IV) Nor does the question concern the very essence of the will, as to whether it has 
remained after the fall, for this we confess loudly as we assert with Ambrose (or Prosper, 
De vocat. gent., bk. 1, ch. 3) that man has not been deprived of his will but of the sound-
ness of his will.

(V) Nor is the question about freedom from compulsion, for we confess that in this 
sense and respect the will is free in acting even after the fall, that is, to do evil freely and 
not by coercion. But the whole question concerns freedom in regard to the object about 
which the will is occupied; that is, it concerns freedom of uprightness, whether after the 
fall man is still equipped with a power which functions equally toward good and evil.

(VI) Nor is the question about an object that is good in a civil sense, that is, whether 
by the natural powers of his free choice man can choose [a civil good]; for we confess 
that some freedom has remained in regard to works that are just in regard to moral, 
political, and household justice, which pertain to the “lower hemisphere,” as Dr. Luther 
says. Certainly a person not as yet reborn can in one way or another control his external 
movements. He can command his external members by the command of right reason. He 
can in some way show civil righteousness and avoid the more serious external sins which 
conflict with external discipline. Indeed, he can even listen to and meditate on the Word 
of God externally! Yet even still, that freedom is quite often weakened with external 
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